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Class-5  Alternative English.   Dated: 16th June 2020 

Chapter-3  ROBINSON CRUSOE 

 

1. Answer the following questions: 

a. Who was Daniel Defoe? 

Ans. Daniel Defoe was a writer born in 1660. 

b. What happened about two weeks after Robinson Crusoe started his 

voyage? 

Ans. Robinson Crusoe and his crew started their voyage in good weather. 

However, after about two weeks a violent tornado hit them. 

c. What did Robinson Crusoe do when he woke up? 

Ans. When Robinson Crusoe woke up, he decided to go out to the ship and 

bring back some of the things which would be useful for him to survive on 

the island. 

d. What did Robinson Crusoe take from the ship? In your view which items 

would have proved most useful? 

Ans. From the ship, Robinson Crusoe took some bread, rice, cheese and 

some wine. He also found some clothes, two guns, a pair of pistols and 

some powder and shot. 

The items that would have proved most useful are........ (Dear students read 

the text and try to answer in your own). 

e. How did Robinson Crusoe discover he lived on an island? 

Ans. One morning Robinson Crusoe walked along the shore and up a little 

hill. From there he saw that he was on an island. He also realised that he 

was like a prisoner without a friend but wild beasts. 
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f. What are some of the tasks Robinson Crusoe did on the island? 

Ans. On the island, Robinson Crusoe built a small house to keep out wild 

animals. He also made a small boat and learned to make pots out of mud. 

Robinson Crusoe also grew some corn, rice, wheat and taught himself to 

make bread. 

g. What are some of the things he found on the island? 

Ans. On the island Robinson Crusoe found a delightful valley with wild 

grapes and limes. One day he also found some wild goats and a baby goat. 

h. What do you think happened to the others in the boat? 

Ans. The others in the boat had probably been drowned in the sea. 

i. Why did Robinson Crusoe not want the gold coins? Do you think they 

would have come in useful? 

Ans. Robinson Crusoe did not want the gold coins because they were of no 

use to him in the deserted island. 

They might not be useful because for Crusoe survival was more important 

than wealth. 

 

2. Answer the following questions with reference to context: 

a. I lay down and slept again. The sun was high in the sky when I woke up. 

i.Where and when had Robinson Crusoe slept before? 

ii. Where was he asleep now? 

iii. What did he decide to do on waking up? 

Ans. I lay down and slept again. The sun was high in the sky when I woke 

up. 

i.Robinson Crusoe climbed up in one of the trees and slept between two 

great branches. 

ii. He lay down and slept on the sea shore. 

iii. On waking up he decided to go out to the ship and tried to bring back 

some things which would be useful for him on the island. 
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b. The next morning I walked along the shore and up on a little hill. 

i.What had he done the previous morning? 

ii. What important fact did Crusoe discover when he got to the top of 

the hill? 

iii. What did he feel when he found out this fact? 

Ans. The next morning I walked along the shore and up on a little hill. 

i.The previous morning he came down from the tree, drank some cool 

fresh water and slept again. 

ii. When Crusoe got to the top of the hill, he discovered that he was 

alone on the island. 

iii. When he found out the fact that he was alone in the island, he felt 

like a prisoner without any friend. 

Complete the following in your own words: 

1. Every day I brought sweets for my little sister. 

2. One day I set out to explore the old haunted house with my friend. 

3. I collected a quantity of old toys and gave to the poor kid. 

4. I picked up the sweet wrapper which was lying on the road. 

5. I grew a number of crops because the ground was very fertile. 

6. Suddenly I saw the ship hit the iceberg and sank. 

 

LEARNING ABOUT LANGUAGE 

Complete the following degrees of comparison: 

 

ADVERBS COMPARATIVE SUPERLATIVE 

Quickly More quickly Most quickly 

Fortunately More fortunately Most fortunately 
Hastily More hastily Most hastily 

Pleasantly More pleasantly Most pleasantly 
Hard Harder Hardest 
High Higher Highest 

Early Earlier Earliest 
Late Later latest 
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Complete the sentences using adverbs: 

1. He drove slowly. 

2. She made a cake nicely. 

3. He speaks English fluently. 

4. They always come to see us at the weekend. 

5. We never see them during the week. 

6. He usually completes his homework on time.  

7. The actors performed the play skilfully. 

8. Ashok operated the machine badly. 

......................xxx............................ 


